Digging Plants

Directions: Find the words about plants listed below. The words can be found horizontally, vertically, diagonally, both forward and backward.

S N V R M R X N C S
P E P L A N T S R R
D G L G H M S E P E
M O L B E O W P E T
G R T T A O E R T A
J T S R L T O M A W
V I Y F O O E L L D
L N I X T W K G C N
A Z R S D E E S E A
S O I L I X Q L H V

FLOWERS     PLANTS     STEM
HOE         ROOTS     TROWEL
NITROGEN    SEEDS     VEGETABLES
PETAL       SOIL      WATER
Digging Plants Answers

FLOWERS
HOE
NITROGEN
PETAL

PLANTS
ROOTS
SEEDS
SOIL

STEM
TROWEL
VEGETABLES
WATER